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Abstract

The goal of this paper is to demonstrate that inductive
progrwn synthesis can be applied to learning macro-
operators from planning experience. We define macros
as recursive program schemes (RPSs). An RPS repre-
sents the complete subgoal structure of a given problem
domain with arbitrary complexity (e. g., rocket trans-
portation problem with n objects), that is, it represents
domain specific control knowledge. We propose the fol-
lowing steps for macro learning: (1) Exploring a prob-
lem domain with small complexity (e. g., rocket with
3 objects) using an universal planning technique, (2)
transforming the universal plan into a finite program,
and (3) generalizing this program into an RPS.

Introduction
Interest in learning macro-operators for planning
(Minton 1985; Korf 1985) has decreased over the last
decade, mainly because of the utility problem (Minton
1985). But new results in reinforcement learning are
promising - showing that more complex problems are
solvable and that planning can be speed-up consider-
ably when applying macros (Precup & Sutton 1998).
In classical planning, learning is currently investigated
mainly in the context of the acquisition of domain spe-
cific control knowledge (Borrajo & Veloso 1996). 
consider recursive macros as a special case of control
knowledge. Classical linear macros restrict search by
offering sequences of operators which can be applied in-
stead of primitive actions. Iterative or recursive macros
(Shell & Carbonell 1989; Shavlik 1990) ideally eliminate
search completely by representing the complete subgoal
structure (solution strategy) of a problem domain. For
example, a macro for a one-way transportation prob-
lem as rocket (Veloso ~ Carbonell 1993) represents the
strategy that all objects has to be loaded before the
rocket moves to its destination.

We propose to apply a technique of inductive pro-
gram synthesis (Summers 1977; Wysotzki 1983; Schmid
& Wysotzki 1998) to macro learning. Inductive pro-
gram synthesis algorithms learn recursive programs
from a small set of input/output examples. Learning
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is performed by a two-step process: in a first step, I/O
examples are transformed into a finite program; in a sec-
ond step, the finite program is generalized to a recursive
program. This second step is also called generalization-
to-n and corresponds to programming by demonstra-
tion (Cohen 1998). While the mutual benefit of com-
bining planning and program synthesis is recognized in
the deductive field (Manna & Waldinger 1987), there 
only limited cross-fertilization of planning and induc-
tive program synthesis: Shavlik (1990) demonstrates
how explanation-based learning can be applied to learn-
ing recursive concepts from problem solving examples;
Shell 8z Carbonell (1989) show analytically and empir-
ically how iterative macros can reduce planning effort
and point out that learning iterative macros has to rely
on generalization-to-n algorithms; Kalmar ~z Szepes-
vari (1999) discuss learning and efficiency of iterative
macros in the context of Markov decision problems.

Our overall approach to learning recursive macros
from some initial planning experience consists of three
steps: First, a problem of small complexity is explored
by universal planning. For example, a plan for the
rocket one-way transportation problem is generated for
three objects. A plan cannot be generalized directly - it
has first to be transformed into a finite program, that is,
a conditional expression giving the action sequences for
transforming different states into a state fulfilling the
desired goals. This finite program is generalized to a
recursive macro, e. g., a macro solving rocket problems
for an arbitrary number of objects. In the following,
we will describe these steps - plan construction, plan
transformation, and generalization - in detail.

Optimal Universal Plans

Our planning system DPlan is designed as a tool
to support the first step of inductive program syn-
thesis - generating finite program traces for trans-
forming input examples into the desired output. Be-
cause our work is in the context of program synthe-
sis, planning is for deterministic and (small) finite do-
mains only and completeness and optimality are of
more concern than efficiency considerations. DPlan is
a state-based, non-linear, total-order backward plan-
ner. DPlan is similar to universal planning (Schoppers
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Table 1: The Rocket Domain
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O : {load, unload, move-rocket} with

load(o 1)

PRIg {(at o I), (at Rocket 

ADD {(inside o Rocket)}

DEL {(at o I)}

unload (o 1)
PRE {(inside o Rocket), (at Rocket 
ADD {(at o I)}
DEL {(inside o Rocket)}

move-rocket

PRE {(at Rocket A)}

ADD {(at Rocket B)}

DEL l(at Rocket A)}

1987) and conditional planning (Peot & Smith 1992;
Borrajo & Veloso 1996): instead of a plan represent-
ing a sequence of actions transforming a single initial
state into a state fulfilling the top-level goals., DPlan
constructs a planning tree, representing optimal action
sequences for all states belonging to the planning do-
main. A planning tree represents the same information
as a state-az:tion table (Schoppers 1987) but in a more
compact way. Plan construction is based on breadth-
first search and therefore works without backtracking.

The general idea of DPlan is to construct a plan
which represents a minimal spanning tree (Christofides
1975) of the (implicitly) given state space with the goal
state(s) as root. In the current implementation, 
present the complete set of states ~) as input. Plan-
ning problems are defined in the following way:

Definition 1 (Planning Problem) A planning prob-
lem 77(0, 2), ~) consists of a set of operators O, a set of
problem states I), and a set of top-level goals ~. Opera-
tors are defined with preconditions ~o and effects. Effects
are given by ADD- and DEL-lists (.4, D). Conditioned ef-
fects are given by effect-preconditions ~oi and effects Ai, Di.
Currently, preconditions, effects and goals are restricted to
conjunctions of positive literals and variables are existen-
tial quantified only. In contrast to other planners, domain
2) is not the set of constants occuring in a domain but the
set of all possible states. A state is a conjunction of atoms
(instantiated positive litcrais).

An example for the specification of a planning problem
from the rocket domain (Veloso ~ Carbonell 1993) 
given in table 1. The planning goal is to transport two
objects O1 and 02 from a place A to a destination B.
The transport vehicle (rocket) can only be moved in one
direction (A to B). Therefore, it is important to load
all objects before the rocket moves to its destination.
The resulting planning tree is given in figure 1.

Plan construction is done by backward-operator ap-

Table 2: DPlan algorithm

¯ Input: a planning problem P(O, I), G)
¯ Output: minimal spanning trec O for ~, or .L

1. Initialization (root of O):
Let S¢ = {Si I i = o...n,S, e 7) and G C_ Si}
¯ ifS¢ =@: O=_l_
¯ if IIS~ll--1:0 =S for S¢ ={S}, ~D= ~\b%
¯ else (more than one state fulfilling the top-level goals):

0 = if(S1 ... S,) (a term/tree with the top-level goals
as root and all states fulfilling ff as children) for S~ 
{s,,... ,s.}, 2) = 2)\ 

2. Tree expansion (if e -~ 1):
For all leafs Si of O: calculate all predecessors S[i with
Res-l(Si,oo) = S[~ and S~j E 2) where oij is an instan-
tiatcd opcrator from O
O(Si) = Si(oil(S[1)...oinIS~n)) (a sub-term/sub-tree
where node Si has children Sil ... S’~ with the commcting
arcs labeled with actions oil ... oi,), :D = 2) \ {S~j}

3. Termination: 2) = 0 or no leaf in O can be expandcd

plication. A plan can be executed by forward applica-
tion of all operators on the solution path from some
initial state towards the root of the plan. Operator
application is defined for fully-instantiated operators o
(actions). In the case of operators with conditioned ef-
fects an instantiated operator is constructed for each
possible effect. As usuai, operator definitions are given
in a set-theoretical way:

Definition 2 (Operator Application) l~brward ap-
plication of an instantiated operator (action) is defined 
Res(S,o) = S \ D U A if ~ C S; backward application
as Res-t(S,o) = S\ AU {D U~o) if A C_ S. 
P~Sp1(S, {Ol ... on}) we represent "parallel" application of
the set o1 all actions u,hich ]ulfill the application condi-
tion for state S resulting in a set of predecessor states
{sl ... s’}.

Operator application does not include an admissibility
check. That is, whether an action generates a valid
successor or predecessor state has to be determined by a
higher instance, namely the planning algorithm. Note,
that subtraction and union of sets are only commutative
if these sets are disjoint.

The DPlan algorithm (see tab. 2) is given here in 
abbreviated version and we will describe it informally.
Full formalization, proofs of termination, soundness,
and optimality are given in Schmid (1999). The al-
gorithm works in the following way: First, it is checked
whether there is at least one state in the set of all states
7) which fulfills the top-level goals. If no state S with
{7 C S exists, planning terminates without success. If
one such state exists, this state is introduced as root of
the planning tree. If more than one state in :D fulfills G,
~7 is introduced as root node and all states fulfilling
are introduced as children with unlabeled arcs (repre-
senting "empty" actions). All states introduced in the
planning tree are removed from ~.
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Figure 1: A Planning Tree for the Rocket Problem

After constructing the root of the planning tree,
DPlan proceeds recursively for each leaf calculat-
ing all immediate predecessor states. The predeces-
sors are identified by backward operator application
Resyl(S, {oz...on]) where {ol...on} is the set of all
inst~mtiated operators fulfilling the application condi-
tion for backward application (i. e., the Add-List of oi
matches a subset of S), and Res~l(S,{oz...on)) 
turns all predecessors of S. For each admissible prede-
cessor S~j, with o(S~j) - Si, isint roduced as arcand
SIj as child node.

The state set 2) is used for calculating predecessors
in the following way: Free variables in an operator are
instantiated only in accordance with the states in 2) 
that is, the number of action candidates is restricted;
only predecessors which are in 2) are v~ccepted as ad-
missible- that is, inconsistent states (which never were
members of 2)) as well as states which are already in-
cluded in the planning tree (already removed from 2))
are omitted. This is the reason why the leaf node of the
upmost right-hand branch in figure 1 is not expanded
- application of unload(OI,B) to that node results in a
predecessor state (inside O I Rocket) (inside 0~ Rocket)
(at Rocket B) which is already covered in the left-hand
branch of the plan. Because 2) is reduced in each plan-
ning step, planning is linear in the number of states.

The algorithm terminates successfully with a mini-
mal spanning tree if 2) is empty. If 2) is not empty
and nevertheless there is no operator applicable which
leads to a state in the set of remaining states 2), the
graph (problem space) underlying the domain 2) might
be disconnected - that is, there are some problem states
from which the goal cannot be reached. This is for ex-
ample the case in the monkey domain: when the mon-
key climbs onto the box and he is not at the position
of the bananas he has reached a dead-end, because the
domain does not provide an "unclimb" operator.

DPlan constructs optimal action sequences: For each
state in a planning tree the path starting at this node
and ending at the root gives the shortest possible se-
quence of actions transforming this state into the goal.
Note, that in general the minimal spanning tree of a

graph is not unique. For the rocket problem (see fig. 1)
exist four minimal spanning trees (dealing first with O1
vs. with 02 when loading and unloading).

Alternatively to DPlan, each existing planning sys-
tem (e. g., Prodigy, Veloso et al. 1995) can be used to
construct minimal spanning trees by replacing the in-
corporated planning strategy (selection of one action for
each planning step) by an "exploration mode" where all
applicable actions are stored. Remember, that this kind
of universal planning is performed for learning recur-
sive macros from some initial experience when solving
a problem of small complexity. Human problem solvers
also must invest much mental effort if they want to ex-
tract a general solution strategy - for example for solv-
ing the Tower of Hanoi problem (Klahr 1978). Macro
application can be performed in the context of stan-
dard problem solving or planning strategies - reducing
the effort by applying such "compiled" knowledge.

Planning with Macros
Introducing macro-operators into planning has two ad-
vantages: the number of match-select-apply cycles gets
reduced and macros guide the sequence in which plan-
ning goals are attacked. On the other hand, introduc-
tion of macros might involve the utility problem: If a
system gets "swamped" with macros, the number of op-
erator candidates which have to be matched with the
current state increases. One strategy to reduce this
problem is to estimate the utility of a potential macro
and only store selected macros (Minton 1985). An alter-
native strategy is, to learn more general macros, for ex-
ample iterative or recursive (for short "cyclic") macros
(Shell & Carbonell 1989). For example, there might
be a macro load-all which fulfills the goal { (inside obz
Rocket), ... (inside obn Rocket)} for all objects at some
given place. In the case of linear macros - i. e., operator
compositions - loading all objects might involve either
learning n - 1 separate macros (for loading 2, or 3, ...
up to n objects) or multiple macro-calls (e.g., n/2 calls
of a load-two-objects macro).

While for a linear macro its preconditions must be
checked to decide whether it is applicable, a cyclic
macro can be indexed by the goal it promises to make
true (Shavlik 1990). For example, if there are pend-
ing goals {(inside 01 Rocket.) (inside O~ Rocket)} the
load-all macro is activated. Macro-application is en-
capsulated (Shavlik 1990). That means, that until the
macro terminates no other operators are checked for ap-
plicability. Thereby the number of match-select-apply
cycles gets reduced by k if the load operator has to be
applied k times. When integrating macro-application
into plan construction optimality cannot be guaranteed
(e. f., Kalmar & Szepesvari 1999): A recursive macro
generates new goals for each application (e. g., loading
of the next object) which cannot be interleaved with
other pending goals (e. g., moving the rocket).

If there exists knowledge about the structure of a
planning domain, this knowledge can be incorporated
into the domain specification by pre-defining control
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rules, for example as recursive macros. The more inter-
esting case is that such macros are learned from some
initial planning experience. In the following sections,
we will describe, how recursive macro-operators can be
learned by exploring a problem of small complexity. For
example, we can generate a plan for unloading three ob-
jects and generalize to unload-all. This is done by first
transforming the initial plan into a finite program and
than applying a generalization-to-n algorithm.

We realize two strategies for macro learning also pro-
posed in reinforcement learning (Sun & Sessions 1999):
(1) incremental elemental-to-composite learning and (2)
simultaneous composite learning. In the first case,
the system is initially trained with simple tasks and
the learned macros afterwards can be used when solv-
ing/learning a complex task - learning macros which
contain other macros. In the second case, the system
immediately learns the complex task and has to perform
the decomposition autonomously (Wysotzki 1983). For
the rocket problem, application of the first strategy
means that we first learn the load-all and unload-all
macros and use them in rocket. Application of the
second strategy means, that we identify sub-plans in
rocket, generalize them separately, and replace these
sub-plans by the macro-name.

In the classical functional approach to inductive
program synthesis (Summers 1977; Wysotzki 1983;
Le Blarlc 1994) the generation of recursive programs
from I/O examples is separated into two distinct steps:
Rewriting a set of I/O examples into a finite program
and generalization-to-n. The first step corresponds
roughly to the concept of "saturation" in inductive logic
programming (Flener & Yilmaz 1999). The result - i. e.,
the form and complexity of the finite program-, is com-
pletely dependent on the background knowledge (herc:
predefined [unctions and predicates) provided for the
rewrite-system. Additionally, the outcome depends on
the used rewrite-strategy - i. e., even for a constant set
of background knowledge rewriting can result in differ-
ent programs. Theoretically, there are infinitely many
possible ways to represent a finite program which de-
scribes how input examples can be transformed in the
desired output. Because generalizability depends on the
form of the finite program, this first step is the bottle-
neck of program synthesis. Here program synthesis is
confronted with the crucial problem of AI and cognitive
science - problem solving success is determined by the
constructed representation (Kaplan & Simon 1990).

We propose to use planning to realize rewriting of
I/O examples. Inputs correspond to problem states,
outputs to states fulfilling the desired goals, and trans-
formation from input to output is realized by calculat-
ing the optimal action sequence. The resulting minimal
spanning tree already represents the structure of the
searched-for program. Nevertheless, the plan cannot
be generalized directly, but some transformation steps
are needed to generate a finite program which than can
be input to a generalization-to-n algorithm.
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Transforming Plans into Programs
In the following, we describe how a universal plan can
be transformed into a finite program which can be in-
put to a generalization-to-n algorithm. The basic con-
cepts of our transformation strategy are adopted from
program synthesis: We will interpret plans in situation
calculus (Manna & Waldinger 1987) and we will pro-
vide knowledge about the data structures of a domain
(Manna ~ Waldinger 1987; Summers 1977). Transfor-
mation involves the following steps: (1) Inferring the
data structure underlying the problem from the struc-
ture of the planning tree and replacing constants by
constructive expressions, (2) minimizing the planning
tree by deletion of than identical parts and/or identi-
fication of sub-plans, and (3) introducing conditional
expressions. For all transformation steps it has to be
guaranteed that the semantic of the original plan is pre-
served. We will see, that the first step is the bottleneck
of plan transformation.

We interpret the plan as finite program in the follow-
ing way (see also Wysotzki 1987):

Definition 3 (Plan as Program) Each node S (set of
literals) in plan 0 is interpreted as conjunction of boolean
expressions B. The planning tree can now interpreted as
nested conditional: IF B(s) THEN s ELSE o(0 ’(s)) 
as situation variable, o as action given at the arc from B
to its child node, and e~ as sub-plan with this child node as
root. (Read: ’~f B holds in the current situation then return
it else apply action o to a situation where the literals given
in the next node are fulfilled").
This "program", however, is not fit for generalization.
The main reason is, that actions are applied to con-
stants (e. g., objects 01, O~ in fig. 1) which belong to
an unordered set.

A crucial pre-requisite for program synthesis is
knowledge about the data structures of the domain
(Manna & Waldinger 1975). For synthesizing a pro-
gram over lists (as reverse or append), knowledge about
construction of lists has to be provided. Summers
(1977), for example, uses a predefined ordering over lists
together with the selector functions head(l) and tail(l)
as background knowledge. Manna & Waldinger (1987)
introduce a hat-axiom for synthesizing a reeursive pro-
gram for clearing an arbitrary block: if not clear(x,s)
then on(hat(z,s),z,s). That is, they introduce a func-
tion hat returning that block lying on a block z together
with a data structure z < hat(z) < hat(hat(z)) In
general, each problem relies on one or more of the fol-
lowing three underlying data structures:
¯ Linear sequence: hot < next(bot) < next(next(hot)) 

..., constituting a total order (each element has ex-
actly one successor). Examples are natural numbers (0,
succ’(O)) or stacks of objects (base, hat’(base)). Besides
the constructor next a test for bot (e. g., = 07) is needed.

¯ List: with bottom element nil and constructor
cons(e,list), constituting a complete partial order.
For this composed data type exist an empty-test
(null?) and two selectors head(cons(e, list)) = e 
tail(consCe, list))= list.
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v = { ((clear oi) (dear 02) (clear 
((on 02 03) (clear O1) (clear 02)),
((o. O1 02) Con 02 03) (clear 

¢ = {(cl~ar oa)}
0 = {unstack} with

unstaek(x)

PRE {(clear x), (on x 

ADD {(clear y)}

DEL {(on x y)}

clear(01) dear{O2) ¢lmr(03)

unstack{02)

on(02,03) clear(01) clear(02)

I uns~ck(O|)

on101,02) on(02,0~) dear(01)

#~en ~’dear{O3’se)/se
[,,n ChetCOS,,,

~/,~dear(he~(O3,s),s)

unstack(hat(hat (03,s),s))

~:ITr(h’(hat(O3,s),s),s)
s

Figure 2: The Unstack Problem, its Linear Plan, and the Resulting Finite Program

¯ Set: with bottom dement ~ and constructor put(e, set),
constituting a lattice (with the set of all dements as top-
element). For this composed data type exist an empty-
test (empty?) and two selectors pick(set) = e, e E set and
rest(set, e) = set \ e.

Which of these data structures is underlying a given
problem can be inferred from the structure of the min-
imal spanning tree. If a plan is linear (without branch-
ing), the underlying data structure is assumed to be
either a linear sequence or a list, otherwise a list or
a set. If there exist more than one minimal spanning
tree for a problem, this indicates that the sequence in
which constants are dealt with is irrelevant, that is,
that the underlying data structure is a set. For exam-
ple, the classical tower problem (Shavlik 1990) relies 
a list (blocks are ordered by the goal after planning),
the rocket problem relies on a set of objects.

Let us first consider a simpler domain than rocket:
Assume that we have a stack of objects in the rocket
and want to unload one of these objects. To unload
it, it must be on top of the stack, that is, some objects
might have to be unstacked first. For the problem given
in figure 2 we want to unload object 03. The resulting
minimal spanning tree is linear and gives us an ordering
of objects: 03 < 02 < O1. That is, we can introduce
a linear data structure with bot = 03, ne=t(03) = 
and nezt(nezt(03)) = O1. Because the macro to be
learned has to be applied to the state descriptions (sets
of literals) of a domain, we have to provide knowledge
how nezt can be determined from these descriptions.
For our example holds on(z, !/) -- on(nezt(y), y), that
is nezt corresponds to the hat-axiom introduced above.
Preferably, we would like to learn this association. But
currently we provide this knowledge as domain axioms.
That is, after the data structure is inferred, we check
whether the constructor- and selector functions corre-
spond with predefined domain axioms.

Now the plan can be rewritten recursively by stan-
dard term rewriting (Dershowitz & Jouanaud 1990) re-
placing the constants by the constructive expression as-
sociated with them. For planning trees, rewriting is
performed for each linear sub-plan, because the differ-
ent branches of the plan might involve different bottom-
elements. At the end of this first transformation step,
all literals whose arguments are not involved in rewrit-
ing are removed from each state node in the plan. Be-

cause the minimal spanning tree represents the order
in which goals (top level and introduced as operator
preconditions) are realized, the remaining literals cor-
respond to the goals fulfilled during planning and all
other literals are considered as irrelevant for general-
ization. Because the plan is already linear, the second
step of transformation - minimization of the tree - can
be skipped. The resulting finite program is given in fig-
ure 2: the remaining literals (here only clear(o, s) with
o E {03, hat(03, s), hat(hat(03, s), s)}) are interpreted
as boolean expressions and the plan is interpreted as
nested conditional in accordance to definition 3, where
the symbol f/ (undefined) is introduced at the end 
each branch of the planning tree. Note, that because
the plan is re-interpreted in situation calculus, each
predicate and operation symbol is extended by one ar-
gument s, referring to the current situation. The term
representation of the finite program is:

if clear(OZ, s) then s else unstack(hat(OZ, 
if clear(hat(OZ, s),s) then s else unstack(hat(hat(OZ, s),s),

i] clear(hat(hat(OZ, s),s),s) then s else 
For program synthesis, we consider the remaining con-
stants as variables.

Let us consider a more complex problem - unloading
all objects from the rocket at some place. Unloading
is a sub-domain of rocket or any other transportation
domain. Objects can be inside a vehicle (Rocket) or al-
ready unloaded at the destination (Place); the goal is
{ at (01, Place), at(O~,Place), at(03, Place)}; and there is
only one operator - unload (see tab. 1). The constructed
plan given in figure 3 is one of 6 possible minimal span-
ning trees for this problem.

From the structure of the planning tree we can in-
fer that the underlying data structure is a set of ob-
jects. The result of the first transformation step is given
in figure 4 (with an abstract, more readable tree on
the right-hand side). Note, that the predicate symbol
a~*(oset, Place) is now a generalization of the original
at(o, Place)- taking sets of objects instead of single ob-
jects as argument. It corresponds to the empty?-test
associated with set and is defined as V(o)(at(o, Place) 
at(Rocket, Place) =_ at*(put(o, oset),Place)), where
put is the set-constructor. Selection of the object to be
unloaded is realized by the selector pick, the remaining
objects are represented by the rest selector.

This step of plan transformation results in re-
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at(O|.Race) mt(O2.Plaoo) att(O$.Pface) at{Roclud.Place)
uNoad(O1.Plik:o} "’" unl~d(O2.Pbace) ~ unload(O3.Pbace)

Imdde(O1. Rockol)at(O2.Place)si(O3.Place)at(R~Aet.Place) ~t(O1. Placo)lnalde{O2.Rocke0at{(~.Place)at(Rocket.Place) Id{O1. Plmco)at(O2.Place)inddo(O3.Rockd)al(Rockot.Place)

,,k~d(~ ~unioad(OS.P’*.’,} [~ l unfoad(O3,Pbce)bwlde(O1. Rodml) ina~le{O2.Rocket) at(O~.Phce) M(Rocket,Place) mi~:le(O1, Rocket) at(O2,Place) ir~Ide(O3,Rockel) 

u~ul(OS,P~el !
at(Ol. Place) inaide(O2,Pl~e) In~le(O~.Pbc:e) al(Roekel.Plece)

in~le(O1, Rael~) Iraklo(Og.Pbce) in~de(O3.P;K:e) ~t(Rocka,Pbee)

Figure 3: Planning Tree for the Unloading Problem (one of 6 possible minimal spanning trees)

ducing the planning tree into a linear sequence be-
cause all branches are structurally equivalent (anti-
unifiable,Plotkin 1970). The resulting program is:
if at’(oset,Place,s) then s else unload(piek(oset),

if at" (fest(oset,pick(oset)), Place,a) 

else unload(pick(rest(oset,pick(oset))),

if at* (rest(rest(oset,pick(oset)),pick(oset)),Plac.e,s) 

else unload(pick(rest(rest(oset,pick(oset)J,pick(oset))),

if at* (rest(rest(rest(oset,pick(oset)),piek(oset),pick(oset))),

Place, s) then s else fl))).

The variable oset represents one possible constella-
tion of up to three objects inside the rocket: oset E
~({O1, O2, O3}). If no object is inside the rocket,
at*({O1, O2, 03}, Place, s) holds, if all three objects
are inside the rocket, at’(nil, Place, s) holds. Depend-
ing on the sequence in which objects are selected by
pick, one of the 3! possible unload sequences is realized.

We can generate an isomorph finite program from a
plan for loading all objects. For the rocket plan given
in figure 1, plan transformation results in a finite pro-
gram composed of the unload-all and load-all programs,
separated by the move-rocket operator. The second
transformation step additionally involves identification
of sub-plans: A sub-plan is defined as a segment of
the planning tree which consists of structurally iden-
tical action-sequences (e. g., a sequence of unloads).
These sub-plans are deleted from the plan, generalized
separately, and labelled by the name of the generalized-
macro. In general, the same macro can occur at differ-
ent parts of the plan.

Generalizing Finite Programs

Now we want to describe the second step of program
synthesis - generalization-to-n. In contrast to the clas-
sical approach and to inductive logic programming,
our generalization-to-n algorithm is not restricted to
a given programming language (Prolog or Lisp). In-
stead, we regard programs as elements of some ar-
bitrary term algebra. That is, we synthesize recur-
sire program schemes (RPSs) (Courcelle & Nivat 1978;
Wysotzki 1983) and thereby we can deal with list and
number problems which are typically considered in pro-
gram synthesis in the same way as with planning prob-
lems (blocks-world, puzzles, transportation problems).
An RPS can be mapped to a recursive program in some
programming language by interpreting the symbols in
accordance to the specification of this language.

Input in the generalization algorithm is a finite pro-

gram term which is element of some term algebra:

Definition 4 (Finite Program) A finite program is a
term ts E M(V, F U f~). M is a term algebra over variables
V and fanction symbols F with f~ as the undefined (empty)
term.

Let us consider the finite program for un-stacking an
object constructed above with M({o,s},{clear, hat, un-
stack, i/-then-else, ~}). The term can be valuated and
interpreted in the usual way: o can be instantiated by
(the name of) an object, s is a situation variable. Con-
ditioned expressions are represented as i] z then y else
z. The predicate clear(o, s) is realized by a boolean
function which is true if clear(o, s) holds in situation
s and false otherwise. The operator unstack(o, s) cor-
responds to the operator defined in figure 2, rewritten
for situation calculus (Manna ~ Waldinger 1987): in-
stead of being applied to the current state in working
memory, it is applied on the set of literals with which
variable s is instantiated. The selector function hat was
defined above.

Output of the generalization algorithm is a rccursive
program scheme:

Definition 5 (Reeursive Program Scheme) An
RPS is a pair(E,t) withe = (Ti(vj ...v,~) = tili = 1...n)
is a system of equations ("subroutines") and t E M is the
"main program"; ti and t are elements of the extended term
algebra M(V, F U ~) with V as set of variables, F as set
of function symbols (with f’ E F we denote functions with
arity i), and ̄  as set of function variables (names of user
defined ]unctions); Ti E ~, and vl ... v, E V.

If Ti is contained in ti, the equation defines a recursive
function; ti can also contain further 7~’s, that is, make
use of other fimetions.

An RPS generalizing the unstack term given above
is E = (rec-unstaek(o,s) = if clear(o,s), s, un-
stack(hat(o,s), rec-unstack(hat(o,s), ) wit h t =
unstack-rec(o,s) for some constant o and some set of
literals s.

For program synthesis we reverse the idea of de-
termining the semantic of a recursive function as its
smallest fix-point (Wysotzki 1983; Schmid & Wysotzki
1998)1: from a given sequence of unfoldings we want
to extrapolate the minimal recursive program scheme

1For an introduction to fix-point semantics, see (Field 
Harrison 1988).
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Figure 4: Introduction of Data Structure Set in the Unloading Plan

which can generate these unfoldings. 2 Conclusions and Further Work

Definition 6 (Folding of a finite program) 
finite program ts can be folded into a recursive program
scheme ill it can be decomposed into a sequence 7-(0) = f],
To’)  ith l = 1.., T(") = o! tial
transformations which successively cover a larger amount
of inputs.

For our example we have:

T(°) = fl

T(;) = i.f clear(o, s) then s else unstack(hat(o,s),f~)

T(2) = i] clear(o, s) then else unstaek(hat(os),
iJ clear(hat(o, s), s) then s else unstaek(hat(hat(o,s), s), fl))

T(a) = i.f clear(o, s) then s else unstaek(hat(o,s),

i] clear(hat(o, s), s) then s else unstaek(hat(hat(o,s), 
i.f clear(hat(hat(o, s), s), s) then 

unstack(hat(hat(hat(o, s), s), fZ)) ) = ts

with tr = if clear(o,s) then s else unstack(hat(o,s),
m) and substitution [hat(o,s) /o]. Because 7-(0 =

i/ clear(o,s) then s else unstack(hat(o,s), T(i-1)’ [hat(o.s)lo]/
holds for all T’s we can fold ts and obtain the RPS
given above.

With our method we can infer tall recursive struc-
tures (for-loops), linear recursive structures (while-
loops), tree-recursive structures and combinations
thereof. For details about the formal background,
the synthesis algorithm, its scope and complexity, see
(Schmid & Wysotzki 1998).

Recursive macros for the rocket domain are:
unload-all(oset, l,s) = if at*(oset, l,s) then else

unload(pich(oset),l, unload-all(rest(oset,pick(oset)),l,s))
ioad-all(oset, v,s) = if inside*(oset, v,s) then else

loadCpick(oset), v, load-allCrestCoset, piekCoset)), v,8))
rocket(oset, l,v,s) = unload-aU(oset, move-rocket(I,s),

load- all{oset, l,v,s ) ).
The load-all macro assumes an infinite capacity of the
vehicle. To take capacity restrictions into account,
these information has to give to the planning system
(mar-capacity(r)) and we must include current-load(x)
as resource variable (Koehler 1998).

2The idea of reversing a deductive approach for inductive
inference is also used in inductive logic programming with
the concept of inverse resolution (Flener & Yilmaz 1999).

We demonstrated that planning can be combined
with inductive program synthesis for learning recursive
macro-operators. While we use DPlan for construc-
tion of planning trees, the same information can be
obtained from other planning systems by storing the
complete search tree. Because information about the
structure of a domain is needed for generalization-to-
n, we cannot use an incremental learning strategy as
Prodigy (Veloso et al. 1995). Instead, a problem of
small complexity is investigated completely, and this
experience is used for generalization. This strategy
mimics human problem solvers, for example in the field
of program construction (Schmid & Wysotzki 1998):
if one wants to compose a program for sorting lists,
one first constructs some initial examples by hand-
simulation, tries to identify their common structure and
than generalizes over them. Construction of minimal
spanning trees and generalization-to-n are completely
implemented and formalized. For plan transformation
we have a rudimentary implementation which works for
plans with linear structures and for selected list and set
problems. To extend our algorithm, we adopt a similar
strategy as researchers in the program transformation
domain (Smith 1990): we analyze as many problems 
possible and try to extract heuristics covering problem
classes which are as large as possible.

The focus of this paper was to introduce our approach
to recursive macro learning and illustrate it with some
examples. We did not present empirical results show-
ing how recursive macros speed-up planning. Analyti-
cal results for efficiency gains when using cyclic macros
are given by Shell ~ Carbonell(1989) and Kalmar 
Szepesvari(1999). If there is already a macro for solv-
ing a problem, planning can be omitted completely.
The costs are identical to execution of the macro (e. g.
2n+1, i. e. a linear effort, for the rocket problem with n
objects). If there is a macro for solving a sub-problem
of a given problem, planning effort is reduced for these
sub-problems: For example, if a pending goal is to clear
some object in an n-object world, execution of the un-
stack macro has linear effort and up to n match-select-
apply cycles together with a possible backtrack for each
cycle can be omitted.

The costs for learning a recursive macro are necessar-
ily high: first a problem has to explored by planning,
than the planning tree has to be transformed into a fi-
nite program, and finally the finite program has to be
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generalized. Planning effort is linear in the number of
states - which can be already high for three-object prob-
lems, e. g. 27 for the Tower of Hanoi problem with three
discs. Generalization over finite programs has exponen-
tial effort in the worst case (the problem cannot be gen-
eralized and all hypotheses for folding have to be gener-
ated and tested). Effort of plan transformation depends
on the complexity of the provided background knowl-
edge and the incorporated strategies. But because we
start program construction not from the scratch - as
typical in inductive prograrn synthesis and genetic pro-
gramming (Koza 1992) - but using planning together
with the knowledge about legal operators as guideline,
we can keep the amount of background knowledge and
the effort of search for a generalizable program com-
paratively low. While we use only knowledge about
data structures, Shavlik(1990) for example has to pre-
define a set of 16 rules for synthezising a blocks-world
problem. While we have only to transform an already
given plan, Koza(1992) has to enumerate all possible
programs which can be composed from a given set of
primitive operators to synthesize the tower program.
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